No Pity: People with Disabilities Forging a New Civil Rights Movement
by Joseph P. Shapiro

The Disability Rights Movement: From Charity to Confrontation
by Doris Fleischer and Frieda Zames

The Body Silent: The Different World of the Disabled
by Robert F. Murphy

The Me in the Mirror by Connie Panzarino

To Ride the Public's Buses: The Fight that Built a Movement. Edited by
Mary Johnson and Barrett Shaw

Why I Burned My Book and Other Essays on Disability by Paul K.
Longmore

Make Them Go Away: Clint Eastwood, Christopher Reeve, and the Case
Against Disability Rights by Mary Johnson

My Body Politic: A Memoir by Simi Linton

>>>If you’ve read a book that addresses any aspect of the disability
experience and want to see it listed, send the title and author to
atrocchia@disabledinaction.org